Polypropylene Weekly

Identify price trends as they happen in the resin and monomer markets worldwide

Polypropylene Weekly provides a consistent and reliable price benchmark for more profitable PP purchasing.

Market Challenge
The plastics industry has a highly fragmented downstream, which discourages price transparency. In such an environment, it’s difficult to find dependable data to guide business decisions that need to be made right now, not days or weeks after the fact. The publication frequency of most reports for this market don’t meet the needs of stakeholders who have exposure to polypropylene but may not be directly involved with the daily marketplace.

How We Help
In a two-page report, Polypropylene Weekly provides a quick-scan summary of domestic and international resin and monomer price movements, revealing price trends as they emerge. Weekly commentary highlights key market features, including operations news and buying sentiment, that will drive future pricing.

Features
— See accurate pricing for commodity grades of PP (HoPP raffia and injection, impact CoPP) across different delivery points (FOB Houston, FOB Chicago and delivered)
— Gain a clear view of wide spec PP trading, a leading market indicator
— Get a bonus snapshot of the recycled resin supply chain, as the industry pursues sustainability goals and buyers seek low-cost alternatives to high-cost prime grade resin
— Track the production economics of PP for producers in North America, Europe and Asia with feedstock and international summaries

WHO WE HELP
Petrochemical Companies
Plastics Converters
Distributors
Traders
Consumer Product Manufacturers & Retailers
Durable Products Manufacturers
Financial Institutions

COMMODITY
PP homopolymer (HoPP)
PP copolymer (CoPP)

MARKET SEGMENT
Spot